W. Luo and P. Sarnak have proved the quantum unique ergodicity property for Eisenstein series on PSL.2; Z/nH. Their result is quantitative in the sense that they find the precise asymptotics of the measure considered. We extend their result to Eisenstein series on PSL.2; O/nH n , where O is the ring of integers in a totally real field of degree n over Q with narrow class number one, using the Eisenstein series considered by I. Efrat. We also give an expository treatment of the theory of Hecke operators on non-holomorphic Hilbert modular forms.
Introduction
Let H denote the upper half-plane and be a Fuchsian group of the first kind. We equip the surface nH with the measure induced by the Poincaré measure d D dxdy y 2 on H. If is hyperbolic we know that the quotient nH is compact and that the Laplace-Beltrami operator associated with this surface, given in local coordinates by y 2 @ 2 @x 2 C @ 2 @y 2 , has pure point spectrum
and that n ! 1 as n ! 1. Inspired by quantum chaos (see [20] and [21] for excellent surveys) Z. Rudnick and P. Sarnak [19] conjectured that j' j j 2 d ! 1 .nH/ d ; (1.1) where ¹' j º is an orthonormal basis for L 2 .nH/ of eigenfunctions of with ' j D j ' j , and the convergence is in the weak-topology. This is known as
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the quantum unique ergodicity conjecture. It has been established by Y. Colin de Verdière [3] , A. Shnirelman [23] and S. Zelditch [29] that (1.1) holds for a subsequence of full density. If D PSL.2; Z/ the quotient nH is no longer compact, and does not have pure point spectrum. However, by the Weyl law it is known that
where j D 1=4 C t 2 j are the eigenvalues of . Thus the analogue of the quantum unique ergodicity conjecture is
where ¹' j º is a complete set of orthonormal eigenfunctions of . It was proved in [15] that if the ' j 's are Hecke eigenforms then the conjecture is true for a (large) subsequence of the full sequence and K. Soundararajan [27] has proved that the conjecture holds for the full sequence.
In [15] a continuous spectrum analogue of the quantum unique ergodicity conjecture was proved. More precisely it was proved that for A; B nH compact and Jordan measurable, such that .B/ ¤ 0, we have the limit R A jE.z; 1=2 C it /j 2 d R B jE.z; 1=2 C i t/j 2 d ! .A/ .B/ as t ! 1, where E.z; s/ is the Eisenstein series on PSL.2; Z/. The authors even found explicit asymptotics for the measure jE.z; 1=2 C i t/j 2 d (in terms of integration of a continuous function with compact support). In this paper we generalize this result to Eisenstein series E.z; s; m/ (it will be defined in Section 11) on nH n , where D PSL.2; O/ and O is the ring of integers in a totally real field K of degree n over Q with narrow class number one. Note that instead of just one Eisenstein series as in the case of PSL.2; Z/ we have a family of Eisenstein series parametriced by m 2 Z n 1 .
We investigate the asymptotic behaviour of the measure d m;t D jE.z; 1=2 C it; m/j 2 d ;
where is the measure on nH n induced by the measure dx 1 : : : dx n dy 1 : : : dy n y 2 1 : : : y 2 n on H n . To prove Theorem 1.1 we follow the same strategy as in [15] . The idea in the proof is to find the asymptotics of R nH n f d m;t , where f is either an incomplete Eisenstein series or a Hecke eigenform, and then use the spectral decomposition of L 2 .nH n /. Estimates for various L-functions play a crucial role in the proof, and we will collect these results, as we go along. It should be mentioned that a similar result was shown in the case of a quadratic imaginary field with class number one in [14] using a subconvexity estimate (in the t -aspect) for the standard L-function proved in [18] .
Notation and terminology
Let K be a totally real field of degree n over Q and narrow class number one (these are the standard assumptions which are usually made to work with a nonadelic setup in textbooks such as [1] and [6] ) and let O denote the ring of integers in K. Here narrow class number one means that O is a principal ideal domain and that each non-zero ideal in O has a generator which is totally positive (this term is explained below). Let Gal.K=Q/ D ¹ 1 ; : : : ; n º (2. We let D denote the different, i.e. the inverse ideal of
It is a well-known fact that D 1 O is a fractional ideal, and since K has narrow class number one there exists
It is well known that O is a free abelian group of rank n, and O =¹˙1º is a free abelian group of rank n 1. In addition we know that for each u 2 O we have ju .1/ : : : u .n/ j D 1. We will assume that " 1 ; : : : ; " n 1 2 R C together with 1 generate O . For later use let 0 B B @ e 1;1 e 1;n 1 1=n : : :
: : : : : : : : : e n;1 e n;n 1 1=n
.n/ 1 j : : :
: : : : : :
Note that we have the relations n X j D1 e j;q D 0;
and n X j D1 e j;q 0 log j" .j / q j D ı q;q 0 (2.4) for q; q 0 D 1; : : : ; n 1.
We let H denote the upper half-plane of C, i.e.
H D ¹z 2 C j Im.z/ > 0º:
We will use the convention z D .z 1 ; : : : ; z n / 2 H n and z D .x; y/ where x D .x 1 ; : : : ; x n / 2 R n and y D .y 1 ; : : : ; y n / 2 R n C . Furthermore we will use the notation dx D dx 1 : : : dx n and dy D dy 1 : : : dy n .
We set D PSL.2; O/ PSL.2; R/. This group is often referred to as the Hilbert modular group. The group does not in general embed discretely in PSL.2; R/, but it does embed discretely in PSL.2; R/ n by the action on H n defined by˙ the Laplace-Beltrami operator associated with this metric is
In the natural way the metric on H n transfers to the quotient nH n . We also see that the j 's induce symmetric and positive differential operators on C 1 b .nH n / which admit self-adjoint extensions (the Friedrichs extension). It is known that the quotient nH n has finite volume. The measure on nH n induced by the Riemannian metric is denoted and one can check that d D dxdy y 2 1 :::y 2 n in local coordinates.
The Hecke L-function
In the following it will be convenient to set j .m/ D P n 1 qD1 m q e j;q for m 2 Z n 1 . Let m denote the following function on C n : 
The Hecke L-function has a meromorphic continuation to the entire complex plane. Furthermore .s; m/ is entire if m ¤ 0. The Dedekind zeta-function .s; 0/ (sometimes also denoted K ) has a simple pole at s D 1 with residue 2 n 1 R p D (cf. [1, Section 1.7]), and is holomorphic elsewhere. Here D D N .D/ D jN.!/j is the discriminant of K and R is the regulator of K, i.e. the absolute value of the determinantˇl og j"
.n 1/ 1 j : : :
: : : : : : for any " > 0. For later use it turns out that we need something slightly better ( n 4 " in the exponent will do), i.e. we need a subconvexity estimate for .s; m/ on the critical line. Such an estimate was proved by P. Söhne [25] (generalizing ideas due to D. R. Heath-Brown [8] and [9] ):
as jtj ! 1.
It is conjectured (and implied by the generalized Riemann hypothesis) that one in fact has .1=2 C it; m/ jtj " for any " > 0 as jtj ! 1.
It will also be necessary to estimate the logarithmic derivative of .s; m/ on the line Re.s/ D 1. We introduce a von Mangoldt type function on the non-zero ideals in O defined by
where p denotes a prime ideal. For Re.s/ > 1 we see using the Euler product that
Thus as in the case of the Riemann zeta-function the logarithmic derivative of .s; m/ can be written as an L-series.
To estimate the logarithmic derivative of the Hecke L-function we need a zerofree region. By considering exponential sums one can obtain a zero-free region for the Hecke L-function similar to Vinogradov's bound for the Riemann zetafunction (see [28, Chapter 6] ). This was done by M. Coleman [2] : Theorem 3.2. There exist positive constants C and L such that . C i t; m/ ¤ 0 for jt j L and 1 C .log jt j/ 2=3 .log log jt j/ 1=3 . At present this is the best zero-free region we know, but the generalized Riemann hypothesis asserts that all zeros of .s; m/ in the critical strip 0 < Re.s/ < 1 are on the line Re.s/ D 1=2.
To obtain a sufficiently good estimate for the logarithmic derivative we follow Landau's strategy (cf. [28, Sections 3.9-3.11]), which is based on the Borel-Carathéodory theorem. We remark that in order to use this approach it is necessary to estimate the Hecke L-function from below. To this end we consider the following generalization of the Möbius function to non-zero ideals in O defined by .p˛1 1 : : : p˛k k / D´. 1/ k ; if˛1; : : : ;˛k Ä 1; 0;
otherwise.
The function has the following property ("Möbius inversion"): 7) and the proof is the same as in the classical case (see [ 
In the same way we obtain an explicit lower bound for the Hecke L-function: We recall the abstract definition of the Hecke ring (see [22] ). We set G D GL.2; K/, D SL.2; O/ and let D GL.2; K/ denote the 2 2 matrices with entries in O and totally positive determinant. The Hecke algebra R.; D/ is the C-vector space of finite formal sums P k c k ˛k, where˛k 2 D and c k 2 C. The addition in R.; D/ is the obvious one, while the multiplication is defined as follows. Let˛;ˇ2 D. It is well known that there exist distinct cosets ˛1; : : : ; ˛d and ˇ1; :
, which clearly is independent of the choice of the˛i 's andˇi0's. We extend this multiplication in the obvious way, making R.; D/ an algebra.
We can define a homomorphism from GL.2; R/ C to PSL.2; R/ by mapping
Therefore we get a map from D to PSL.2; R/ n and we see that R.; D/ can be regarded as an algebra of operators on L 2 .nH n / (or even the vector space of automorphic functions) if we define .˛f /.z/ D P d i D1 f .˛i z/. Two double cosets ˛ and ˇ are said to be equivalent if˛D Áˇwhere Á D u 0 0 u for some u 2 O . Note that if˛D Áˇthen˛. j / z j Dˇ. j / z j for all j D 1; : : : ; n. Let 2 O C . Inspired by Hecke operators in the case of holomorphic Hilbert modular forms (see [6] ) we define
Here the sum should be taken over inequivalent double cosets. We can use the class number one assumption to make this more explicit. Con-
! is upper triangular. Thus for any˛2 D we can findˇ2 D, which is upper triangular and satisfies that ˛D ˇ. Using this we can write the Hecke operator as follows:
The outer sum is finite by unique factorization and the inner sum is finite since
Since we assumed that all ideals have a generator in O C there is a Hecke operator associated with each non-zero ideal. Modifying Theorem 3.12.4 in [7] we obtain that the Hecke operators are self-adjoint. Now we will investigate the properties of the Hecke operators. We have the following proposition. 
Proof. Let f 2 L 2 .nH n /. We have that
where we have used the Chinese remainder theorem, i.e. that
We need the following important lemma:
Let p 2 O C be a prime element. Then for any positive integers k; k 0 we have
Proof. Let f 2 L 2 .nH n /. We see that
Removing common factors we get
We note that as
and this proves the theorem.
Combining Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 we get:
In particular the Hecke operators commute.
From Lemma 4.2 we obtain the following proposition:
and
Proof. We first consider (4.3). The claim certainly holds for k D 0 and k D 1. Now let k 0 2 be an integer and assume that the formula holds for k Ä k 0 . Using Lemma 4.2 we get
By induction this proves (4.3), and (4.4) is proved by similar arguments.
The Fourier expansion of an automorphic form
An automorphic form f is a formal eigenfunction of the Laplacians j (i.e. f need not be square integrable and we allow f to be identically zero also) which satisfies the growth condition where e.x/ D exp.2 ix/. Since f .z/ is an eigenfunction for the Laplacians 1 ; : : : ; n the l-th Fourier coefficient a l .y/ must satisfy the differential equations
for j D 1; : : : ; n and hence be of the form . Furthermore the coefficients c l satisfy the bound c l exp."jN.l/j/ for any " > 0.
Here K denotes the usual Macdonald Bessel function
which is defined for y > 0 and 2 C. It is well known that these functions decay exponentially as y ! 1.
Note that if f is automorphic with respect to then f .z 
where a 1 ; : : : ; a n is a Z-basis for O and each a j is regarded as a vector in R n by the embedding a j 7 ! .a .1/ j ; : : : ; a .n/ j /. We will refer to F as the fundamental mesh for O and one can check that the definition of cuspidal is independent of the choice of Z-basis. By the exponential decay of the Macdonald Bessel function one can deduce that f must be of exponential decay as y j ! 1.
Using the Hilbert-Schmidt kernel from [5, Section II.9] one can prove using Lemma I.2.1 in [5] that the vector space of square integrable automorphic forms with given Laplace eigenvalues 1 ; : : : ; n is finite dimensional (see [11] for bounds on the dimensions of the eigenspaces). Now we extend the action (5 
for u 2 O . One easily checks that if f is an automorphic form then so is f ı Ã u with the same Laplace eigenvalues. Note that Ã 2 u is the identity. Since the eigenspaces are finite dimensional this means that the eigenvalues of Ã u must be˙1. We also see that the Hecke operators, the j 's and the Ã u 's commute. Furthermore all these operators are self-adjoint. Hence we can choose a basis for the vector space spanned by cusp forms which consists of cusp forms that are also eigenfunctions for all the Hecke operators and all the Ã u 's. These are called primitive cusp forms. Using the assumption that K has narrow class number one we see that there exists Ä D .Ä 1 ; : : : ; Ä n / 2 ¹0; 1º n such that
Hecke eigenvalues and automorphic forms
In this section we will study automorphic forms which are common eigenfunctions for all the Hecke operators. We first note that the identities derived in Theorem 4.3 and Proposition 4.4 give similar identities for the Hecke eigenvalues: 
For a prime element p 2 O and k 2 N 0 we have
Using the identities above, we can derive a connection between the Fourier coefficients of T . / f and f , where f is a primitive cusp form: Theorem 6.2. Let f be a primitive cusp form with Laplace eigenvalues s j .1 s j /, and assume that f has the Fourier expansion
Tr.! 1 lx//:
Proof. We apply T on the Fourier expansion
where by abuse of notation .ax C b/=d D ..a .1/ x 1 C b .1/ /=d .1/ ; : : : ; .a .n/ x n C b .n/ /=d .n/ /:
This implies that
From this it is clear that the l-th Fourier coefficient is
The fundamental domain for 1
Before we can prove the functional equation for the standard L-function we need a fundamental domain for O C nR n C and this immediately gives us a fundamental domain for 1 as well.
Let F denote the interior of the fundamental mesh of the lattice O in R n given by the embedding defined earlier. Let 1 denote the stabilizer subgroup at 1, i.e.
From [24] we know the fundamental domain for 1 :
Explicitly we can choose U 1 to be the preimage of
under the map (defined on R n C )
.e j;1 e 1;1 / log y j n q Q n i D1 y i ; : : : ;
.e j;n 1 e 1;n 1 / log
which is injective.
Let e y denote the image of y under the map above. Note that we have the relations n X j D2 e y j log j" Here I n 1 denotes the .n 1/ .n 1/ identity matrix and E n 1 is the .n 1/ .n 1/ matrix with all entries equal to 1. Inserting (7.1) in (3.1) we get the relation
Note also that by (7.1) the ratios y j =y i are bounded. Later we want to integrate so-called incomplete Eisenstein series. To do so it will be convenient to use the transformation from Proposition 7.1 and for that purpose we need to know the Jacobian determinant: .e j 0 ;k e 1;k / for k D 1; : : : ; n 1. Thus the y j 's cancel in the Jacobian determinant and we get det. / Dˇ1 1 1 A 1 e 2;1 e 1;1 C A 1 e n;1 e 1;1 C A 1 : : :
: : : : : : : : :
A n 1 e 2;n 1 e 1;n 1 C A n 1 e n;n 1 e 1;n 1 C A n 1w
here A k D 1 n P n j D2 .e j;k e 1;k / for 1 Ä k Ä n 1. By recursively subtracting column j 1 from column j we do not change the determinant. Expanding by minors in the first row (which has 1 in the first entry and 0 in the other entries) we see that det. / D det.OEe j C1;k e j;k 1Äj;kÄn 1 /:
Now using a similar trick on the matrix But the determinant on the right-hand side is˙nR (see e.g. [26] ).
The standard L-function
In this section we will consider the L-function associated with a primitive cusp form -the so-called standard L-function -and show that it has a functional equation. where the product is taken over all prime ideals. Before we go on we need the following result: for all y 2 R n C and j D 1; : : : ; n. Then f .z/ D 0 for all z 2 H n . Proof. Since f is an eigenfunction of the j 's which are elliptic differential operators we conclude that f must be real analytic. Hence it suffices to prove that @ jaCbj f @x a 1 1 : : : @x a n n @y b 1 1 : : : @y b n n .iy/ D 0 for all a D .a 1 ; : : : ; a n /; b D .b 1 ; : : : ; b n / 2 N n 0 and y 2 R n C -note that we use the notation jaj D P n j D1 a j . But clearly this would follow if we could prove that @ jaj f @x a 1 1 : : : @x a n n .iy/ D 0 for all .a 1 ; : : : ; a n / 2 N n 0 and y 2 R n C .
If a j 2 ¹0; 1º for some j , the result follows immediately from (8.1). Now assume that the result holds if for some j we have a j Ä q, q 1. Consider .a 1 ; : : : ; a n / 2 N n 0 such that min¹a 1 ; : : : ; a n º D q C 1; say a 1 D q C 1. Then we see that @ jaj f .iy/ @x a 1 1 : : : @x a n n D @ jaj 2 @x a 1 2 1 @x a 2 2 : : : @x a n n 1 y 2
@ jaj 2 f .iy/ @x a 1 2 1 @x a 2 2 : : : @x a n n @ 2 @y 2 1 @ jaj 2 f .iy/ @x a 1 2 1 @x a 2 2 : : : @x a n n D 0 by induction. This proves the lemma. Proof. Consider the function
For Re.s/ large (this ensures that we can use the Fourier expansion) consider the integral
. f .i=y/ (we use the notation 1=y D .1=y 1 ; : : : ; 1=y n /).
If we can prove that
we have the analytic continuation since
is an entire function in s (due to exponential decay of f in the y j -variables). So let us assume that X
.sgn.ˇ. j / // j D 0:
This implies that the integral considered above vanishes for all s and m 2 Z n 1 . But using the structure of U 1 we see that ( e f is y 7 ! f .iy/ composed with the inverse of the map in Proposition 7.1)
: : : .Ä qC1 Ä 1 /e y j log j"
where we have used (7.2) . Since this holds for all m we must have f .iy/ D 0 for all y 2 R n C . Note that
In particular f .z/ D .f ı Ã 1 /.z/. Fix a unit u of infinite order. We see that
for all y 2 R n C and k D 0; : : : ; n 1. Note that by abuse of notation t C iy D .t C iy 1 ; : : : ; t C iy n /:
Since the Vandermonde matrix with entries .u .i/ / j 1 , i; j D 1; : : : ; n, is invertible it follows that @f @x j .iy/ D 0 for all y 2 R n C and j D 1; : : : ; n and hence condition (8.1) in Lemma 8.1 is satisfied. We also have that f is a formal eigenfunction of the j 's . Thus we conclude that f is identically 0. By the Fourier expansion of f this implies that c l D 0 for all l 2 O which contradicts that ' is a primitive cusp form and hence non-zero. Now we prove the functional equation. As remarked earlier
From this one easily deduces that
where we have used that y 7 ! 1=y maps a fundamental domain of O C nR n C to another fundamental domain. Now (8.2) follows immediately from the calculation above since P n j D1 j .m/ D 0.
Using the Phragmén-Lindelöf principle and the functional equation (8.2) one obtains that L.1=2 C i t; '; m/ jt j n=2C"
for any " > 0 as jt j ! 1 (for ' fixed). This is not enough for our purpose, but any improvement in the exponent will do. In the case K D Q, T. Meurman [16] proved that
where 1=4 C r 2 is the Laplace eigenvalue and the constant implied only depends on ". Recently P. Michel and A. Venkatesh [17] and A. Diaconu and P. Garrett [4] proved the estimate that we need in general: The generalized Riemann hypothesis implies much more, namely that you can take any " > 0 in the exponent (the Lindelöf hypothesis for the standard L-function). It should be mentioned that the techniques in [18] probably are adequate to provide the subconvexity estimate in Theorem 8.3.
The Eisenstein series
In the case where K D Q we have the Eisenstein series
Im. z/ s for Re.s/ > 1. In our case of the Hilbert modular group over general K our candidate for the Eisenstein series would be
Im. .j / z j / s j :
Now for this to be well defined we need every term to be independent of the choice of in the coset 1 n. This puts some constraints on the choices of the s j 's. In fact, for (9.1) to be well defined it is necessary and sufficient that ju .1/ j 2s 1 : : : ju .n/ j 2s n D 1 Im. .j / z j / s j ; (9.4) which is absolutely convergent for Re.s/ > 1 (cf. [5, p. 42] ). It was proved in [5] that E.z; s; m/ has a meromorphic continuation to the entire s-plane, and that E.z; s; m/ is holomorphic on the line Re.s/ D 1=2. One can verify that the Eisenstein series is an automorphic form with Laplace eigenvalues s j .1 s j / and thus it admits a Fourier expansion. When we calculate the Fourier coefficients it will be convenient to consider the following generalization of the divisor function: .s j / :
The zeroth Fourier coefficient is given by .s j 1=2/ .s j / :
Note that '.s; m/ is unitary for Re.s/ D 1=2.
As in the classical case we also need to consider incomplete Eisenstein series, i.e. automorphic functions on nH n formed as Poincaré series which fail to be eigenfunctions of the automorphic Laplacian. Let h 2 C 1 b .R C / and assume that h.y/y k ! 0 as y ! 1 and h.y/y k ! 0 as y ! 0 for all k 2 N. For m 2 Z n 1 we define F .z; h; m/ D X
Im. .j / z j / i j .m/ : (9.5)
We will refer to F .z; h; m/ as the incomplete Eisenstein series induced by h with parameter m. One easily checks that the incomplete Eisenstein series decay faster than any polynomial in the cusp. In particular they are square integrable since they are bounded. Choosing explicit representatives we see that
The following proposition reflects the fact that the Hecke L-function .s; m/ has a pole at s D 1 if m D 0 but is regular at s D 1 if m ¤ 0. Proof. The last statement follows immediately from change of variables using the injective map from Proposition 7.1 and Lemma 7.2. The first statement follows from a similar argument. Using again the map from Proposition 7.1 and the relation (7.1) we are lead to consider the integral (which only differs from the integral we wish to compute by scaling with a factor of R) From this the statement is obvious.
The space spanned by incomplete Eisenstein series will be denoted E.nH n /. Using the transformation from Proposition 9.2 it is clear that the orthogonal complement to E.nH n / is the set of functions f 2 L 2 .nH n / for which (5. 3) holds, i.e. the zeroth Fourier coefficient vanishes. As in the classical case K D Q the space E.nH n / ? is the closure of the space spanned by cusp forms C .nH n / (see [5, Theorem II.9.8] ). Thus we have the decomposition L 2 .nH n / D C.nH n /˚E.nH n /:
(9.7)
Note that the functions in C.nH n / are orthogonal to the constant functions.
Quantum unique ergodicity
We wish to investigate the behaviour of the measure
as t ! 1. This is the large eigenvalue limit, since the Laplace eigenvalue of E.z; 1=2 C it; m/ is nt 2 C n=4 C P n j D1 j .m/ 2 . In the subsequent sections we will prove the following two results: It is interesting that the asymptotics in (10.1) do not depend on m. The constant .2 / n nR 2D .2;0/ can also be given in terms of the volume, since (see [6] )
.nH n / D 2 .2; 0/D 3=2 n :
Note that since .2/ D 2 =6 the result above reduces to the result found by W. Luo and P. Sarnak in [15] for K D Q. The results differ by a factor of 8 -they obtain the asymptotics as t ! 1. This difference is due to a disagreement regarding the value of the integral (12.3) below, which exactly accounts for the factor of 8. In this connection two other errors in [15] should be mentioned. A factor of 2 is missing in the Fourier expansion of the Eisenstein series on page 211. This error is cancelled though since a factor of 1=2 is missing in front of the logarithmic derivatives of .s=2˙it/ on page 216. We also obtain the asymptotics for primitive cusp forms: This proves the theorem, since (10.6) holds for any " > 0.
Finally, this enables us to prove the main theorem:
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let F; G; f; g 2 C c .nH n / be chosen such that
where 1 A denotes the indicator function. Then
By Theorem 1.1 we see that Using the Fourier expansion of the Eisenstein series we get
It is clear that F 1 .t / is a bounded function of t.
Before we go on we need to consider a new L-function. For a purely imaginary we associate to a;m an L-function which can be computed in terms of .s; m/: Note that we have the opposite sign convention in the definition of the Mellin transform than the usual one. However, this is also the convention used in [15] , and it is the practical one since we then avoid considering . s; m/ on the left half-plane. By the Mellin inversion formula we have
.M h/.r/w r dr for all 2 R. Thus using the L-function we considered earlier we can rewrite the integral F 2 .t/ as
it Ci j .m/ 2 j.l=!/ .j / jy j ˇ2 y 
Note that we have used the fact that for any b 2 R we have the formula (see [12, Section B.4] )
Note also that #.O =O C / D 2 n . Clearly .M h/.r/ is bounded for 1=2 Ä Re.r/ Ä 2 and decays exponentially in vertical strips by Stirling's formula. Furthermore . C it; k/ is polynomially bounded in t for 1=2 Ä Ä 2. Hence we can move the integration from the vertical line Re.r/ D 2 to the vertical line Re.r/ D 1=2 perhaps picking up residues from poles at r D 1 and r D 1˙2it:
Dj .1 C 2i t; 2m/j 2 Q n j D1 j.1=2 C i t C i j .m//j 2
where the O.t 10 / term comes from the possible residues from poles at r D 1˙2it, since .M h/. C i t/ is of rapid decay as t ! 1. Let us evaluate the first term. Since Stirling's formula is no good near the real axis in our case, we have to work around that. Note that for a; b 2 R we have e jaCbj e ja bj Ä e 2jaj :
If ja C bj 1 and a ¤ 0 we also have 1 ja C bj Ä 1 C jbj jaj :
We can now evaluate the first term. Since we are only interested in the asymptotics as t ! 1 we can assume that t 1. Using the subconvexity estimate from Theorem 3.1 and Stirling's formula we see that (C 1 ; C 2 ; C 3 > 0 are suitable constants) Z .1=2/ jB k .r; t; h/jdr Ä e tn t n=6C" C 1 for any " > 0. Now we turn to the residue term. Since .s; k/ is regular at s D 1 for k ¤ 0 the residue term will vanish in this case and we are done. Assume therefore that k D 0. We know that 12 Proof of Theorem 10.2
Let ' be a primitive cusp form with eigenvalues 1=4 C r 2 j of the Laplacians j and Hecke eigenvalues .a/.
We wish to investigate the asymptotic behaviour of the integral From this we see that I.s/ has an analytic continuation to the entire s-plane, and we wish to investigate the asymptotic behaviour of I.1=2 i t/ as t ! 1. From Stirling's formula we deduce that n Y j D1
.1=2 it i j .m/; r j ; t C j .m// .1=2 C i t C i j .m// jt j n=2 as t ! 1. Using Corollary 3.5 the proof of Theorem 10.2 boils down to proving a subconvexity estimate for L.s; '; 2m/ on the line Re.s/ D 1=2. More precisely we need the estimate L.1=2 C it; '; 2m/ jt j n=2 ı as jt j ! 1 for some ı > 0, and this follows from Theorem 8.3. Note that if ' is odd then I.1=2 it / D 0, since L.1=2; '; 0/ D 0 by the functional equation.
